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Upper IntTV SERIES        Episode 1, Season 1 Mixed Tenses

TENSE REVIEW

The Chilling Adventures of Sabrina
IMPORTANT INFO

Pre-viewing vocabulary

1. immortal
2. gory
3. a familiar
4. a voodoo doll
5. an omen
6. a curse/ a hex
7. a coven

a. something that is considered to be a sign of how a future event will take place
b. a group or meeting of witches
c. involving violence and blood
d. a close friend, or a spirit in the shape of a cat, bird, or other animal that is the close 

companion of a witch
e. to say magic words that are intended to bring bad luck to someone
f. a person that can live forever
g. a doll made to resemble a person in order to cast spells on them or to harm them by 

harming the doll
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LEVEL GRAMMAR

Complete the sentences with the vocabulary above: 

1. Legend has it that vampires are _________________________. 
2. Some people believe that black cats are a bad ________________. 
3. Zombie films are known to be ________________ , there´s always heaps of fake blood.
4. The witch and her _____________ approached the dark forest, she was going to meet with her ___________________. They 

were going to put a ______________ on the men that had wronged them. She had a prepared a special ________________ 
ready to use in the curse. And she planned on stabbing it right in its heart.

3 0.00 - 3.45

Watch the first part of Sabrina: choose the correct answer and fill in the gaps. 

1. Sabrina and her friends watched/have watched a zombie film. Miss Wardwell works as a  ___________________. As Miss 
Wardwell was driving/drove along the road, she found/was finding a girl on the road. Sabrina and Harvey confess 
that they are loving/love each other.
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I see a bad moon a-rising
I see _____________ on the way
I see earthquakes and ____________
I see bad times today

Don’t go ‘round tonight
It’s bound to ____________your life
There’s a bad moon on the rise

I hear hurricanes a-blowing
I know the end is coming soon

I fear rivers _________ flowing
I hear the voice of rage and ___________
Don’t go ‘round tonight
It’s bound to take your life
There’s a bad moon on the rise

I hope you got your things together
I hope you are _______ prepared to die
Look’s like we’re in for 
________ weather
One eye is taken for an eye

Oh don’t go ‘round tonight
It’s bound to take your life
There’s a bad moon on the rise
There’s a bad moon on the rise

Songwriters: John C. Fogerty
Bad Moon Rising lyrics © The Bicycle Music Company

Bad Moon Rising: This song is playing in the car while Miss Wardwell is driving. What do you think is going to happen?
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5 7.30 - 10.00

Watch the scene and answer in the questions below. 

1. The Greendale witch hunts occurred in ________________.  The young girl knows/is knowing Sabrina´s father. 
2. Sabrina had marked/had been marking her calendar and a bat was flying/flew through her window.

Read the article and complete the gaps with a form of the words given in the column: A Brief History of Witch 
Hunts, Real and Imagined.  From moral panic in the Middle Ages to freakouts on Twitter. 

Let’s take a walk down memory lane to review how witches went from being persecuted to 1) 
trendy:
1500s-1600s: Social upheaval and sectarianism led to witch trials across Europe—There 
were tens of thousands of 2)_______________. Older women, outcasts, and healers were 
3)_______________  vulnerable. 
1641: Moral panic hits Massachusetts: “If any man or woman be a witch, that is, hath or 
consulteth with a familiar spirit, they shall be put to 4)____________________.” For Puritans, 
“witches explained the presence of not only illness, death, and personal misfortune,” 
historian Carol Karlsen later notes in her book The Devil in the Shape of a Woman, but also 
“behavior antithetical to the culture’s moral universe.” 
1647: Alse Young, a Connecticut 5)__________________________ , is the first colonist executed 
for alleged witchcraft.
1692-93: At the Salem witch trials, “afflicted” young girls pretend to be demonically 
6)______________________. Some 150 people (mostly women) are accused—19 are hanged. 
1828: John Neal pens Rachel Dyer, the first novel about the Salem witch trials, 
calling Tituba—the slave who was the first person accused and the first to 7) 
_________________________—a “woman of diabolical power.”
1893: A scathing 8)___________ by women’s rights crusader Matilda Joslyn Gage exposes the 
witch trials as, in one author’s words, “a misogynist show.”

Author: Kate Harloe, 2017
© Mother Jones Mag November December Issue 

1. TREND
2. EXECUTE
3. PARTICULAR
4. DIE
5. RESIDE
6. POSSESSION
7. CONFESSION
8. CRITICISM
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SABRINA

The next day:

Sabrina´s Aunt Zelda tells her she needs to choose a ______________________. And suggested that Sabrina choose a 
noble-looking owl or a ________________ hedgehog. Sabrina described the bat and the frog as a _________________________. 
Sabrina is having doubts __________________ becoming a witch and saying goodbye to her friends. Ambrose thinks 
she should focus ___________ the positives; witches stay younger and become powerful. Sabrina says she is 
__________________ for the right moment to tell her friends. 

Look at the words underlined below. Can you re-phrase them with modern language?

Spirits of the forest, pronounce my intentions to thee, come forth and seek me, and equal we will be, not master and 
servant but familiar to familiar, not share our knowledge but our spirits and our traits. 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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10.00 - 15.55

What did they say? Re-watch the scene and answer.
 
1. The three sisters say:
a. Sabrina is welcome to come to the school
b. Sabrina isn´t welcome as she is not a full witch
c. Sabrina doesn´t know her own power. 

2. Susie says:
a. The football players assaulted her
b. The footballer players are bullying her
c. She is sad about her family problems. 

3. Principal Hawthorne says
a. He will stop the footballers
b. Susie isn´t welcome at the school
c. Sabrina should do more to help her friend. 

4. Miss Wardwell says
a. Principal Hawthorne is the root of the problem
b. That men and women need to work together
c. Sabrina should let her handle the problem
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SABRINA

Answer the questions True or False

11 36.20 - 46.05

1. Sabrina wanted to kill the Principal
2. Sabrina´s familiar is a cat.  
3. Sabrina is expected to be a virgin
4. The devil gives witches power in exchange for their loyalty. 
5. Sabrina´s parents wanted her to be a witch.

 T       F
 T       F
 T       F
 T       F
 T       F

Fill in the gap with one or two words:
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1. Miss Wardwell says that Hawthorne is terrified _____________ spiders. 
2. Sabrina says they should start _______________ for young women. 
3. Miss Wardwell familiar is a __________________. 
4. Sabrina tells Harvey that is she moving to a __________________ school. 
5. Harvey doubts that Sabrina is being ______________________.  
6. Sabrina tells Harvey that she is a witch, and she will have a ______________ baptism on her birthday. 
7. Sabrina asks Ambrose to help her cast a spell at the _________________ hour. 
8. The three sisters implied _______________ Sabrina´s parents didn´t have an accident. 

Choose the correct answer:

12

Sabrina enjoyed/has been enjoying casting the spells. Ambrose tells Sabrina she needs to find an old tree, to eat an apple. 
Sabrina´s Dad used to go/went to the magic school. The stabbed man had/was having a witches´mark. 

1. What chases Sabrina in the maze? 
And how does she get saved?
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

2. What does Sabrina see in her vision?
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

3. Who is the beast that appears from the tree?
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

4. Who is Sabrina´s visitor
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
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Answer key:

Question one:
1. f 2. c 3. d 4. g  5. a  6. e 7. b 

Question two:
1. immortal 2. omen  
3. gory 4. familiar, coven, hex/
curse 

Question three:
watched/teacher/was driving/
found/love 

Question four:
trouble/lightnin’/take/over/ruin/
quite/nasty

Question five:
1. 1693, knows
2. had marked/had been mark-
ing, flew 

Question six:
1. trendy
2. executions
3. particulary 
4. death
5. resident
6. possessed
7. confess
8. critique 

Question seven:
familiar/handsome/omen/
about/on/waiting

Question eight:
pronounce- announce, thee - 
you, come forth- come forward, 
seek- find, traits- personalities. 

Question nine:
1. b  2. a  3. b  4. a

Question ten:
1. of 
2. a group
3. crow/raven 
4. boarding
5. honest 
6. dark
7. witching
8. that 

Question eleven:
1. F
2. T
3. T
4. T
5. T

Question twelve:
enjoyed/went/had 

Question thirteen:
1. A scarecrow, and she was 
saved by her familiar. 
2. Complete destruction of the 
town, a burning tree and dead 
witches
3. The devil
4. High Priest of the Church of 
the Night


